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A filtration on the higher Chow group of zero cycles on an
abelian variety
Buntaro Kakinoki
Abstract
In this paper we extend Gazaki’s results on the Chow groups of abelian varieties to the higher
Chow groups. We introduce a Gazaki type filtration on the higher Chow group of zero-cycles on an
abelian variety, whose graded quotients are connected to the Somekawa type K-group. Via the e´tale
cycle map, we will compare this filtration with a filtration on the e´tale cohomology induced by the
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. As an application over local fields, we obtain an estimate of the
kernel of the reciprocity map.
1 Introduction
Let k be a field. Let A be an abelian variety over k of dimension d. In [G], Gazaki introduced a
descending filtration {F ν0 }ν≥0 on the Chow group CH0(A) = CH
d(A) of zero cycles on A and calculated
its graded quotients up to bounded torsion. Let s ≥ 0 be an integer. Using the same method, we define
a descending filtration {F νs }ν≥0 on the higher Chow group CH
d+s(A, s) of zero cycles and calculate its
graded quotients. The structure of this paper is parallel with [G].
Theorem 1.1. For any integers r, s ≥ 0, there is a canonical isomorphism:
Φ′r,s : F
r+s
s /F
r+s+1
s ⊗ Z
[
1
r!
]
∼
−→ Sr(k;A,K
M
s )⊗ Z
[
1
r!
]
.
Here Sr(k;A,KMs ) is defined in section 2.1 as the quotient abelian group of the Somekawa type K-group
Kr(k;A,KMs ) by an action of the r-th symmetric group Sr.
This theorem is obtained by Gazaki in the case s = 0 [G, Theorem 3.8]. In this case, the first three
steps of the filtration is described as
F 00 = CH0(A) ⊃ F
1
0 = Ker(degA : CH0(A)։ Z) ⊃ F
2
0 = Ker(albA : F
1
0 ։ A(k)).
Moreover, the filtration F ∗0 agrees with the Bloch-Beauville filtration up to torsion [G, Corollary 4.4, 4.5].
We have F d+10 ⊗ Q = 0 by Bloch [Bl, (0.1) Theorem], Beauville [B, Proposition 1] and Deninger-Murre
[DM, Lemma 2.18]. We refer the reader to [G, Remark 4.6] for a brief review of Beauville’s argument.
These facts are generalized to s ≥ 0 as follows. Let π : A→ Spec k be the structure morphism. The first
few terms are given as follows:
F 0s = · · · = F
s
s = CH
d+s(A, s) ⊃ F s+1s = Ker(π∗ : CH
d+s(A, s)։ CHs(k, s) ∼= KMs (k)).
Up to torsion, each quotient agrees with the following eigenspace [Su, Proposition 4.8]:
F r+ss /F
r+s+1
s ⊗Q
∼= {α ∈ CHd+s(A, s)⊗Q |m∗α = m2d−rα for all m ∈ Z},
considered in [B] and [Su], where m∗ is the flat pull-back by the multiplication m : A → A. Sugiyama
has shown in [Su, Theorem 1.3] that this eigenspace vanishes for s ≥ 0, r ≥ 2d+1. One can ask whether
F νs = 0 holds integrally for a sufficiently large ν.
1
Let n be an integer invertible in k. Denote the e´tale cycle map by
ρsA,n : CH
d+s(A, s)→ H2d+se´t (A,Z/n(d+ s)).
There is a descending filtration H2d+s(A,Z/n(d+s)) = fil0HSH
2d+s ⊃ fil1HSH
2d+s ⊃ · · · ⊃ fil2d+sHS H
2d+s ⊃
0 induced by the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence (4.2.1). In Proposition 4.4, we give a sufficient
condition for the spectral sequence (4.2.1) to degenerate at E2-page. Via the e´tale cycle map, we
compare the Gazaki type filtration {F νs }ν≥0 with the filtration {fil
ν
HSH
2d+s}ν≥0.
Theorem 1.2. Let r, s ≥ 0 be two integers. Assume that k is perfect, the Hochschild-Serre spectral
sequence (4.2.1) degenerates at E2-page and n is coprime to (r − 1)!. Then we have
ρsA,n(F
r+s
s ) ⊂ fil
r+s
HS H
2d+s.
From now on, let k be a finite extension of Qp. We state further consequences of Theorem 1.1.
Using a result of Raskind and Spiess [RS, Theorem 4.5, Remark 4.4.5], Gazaki has shown in [G,
Corollary 6.3] that if A has split semi-ordinary reduction, F 20 /F
3
0 ⊗ Z[1/2] is the direct sum of a finite
group and a divisible group and F ν0 /F
ν+1
0 is divisible if ν ≥ 3. In particular, for ν ≥ 3, we obtain a
decomposition
Ker(albA)/F
ν
0
∼= F 20 /F
3
0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ F
ν−1
0 /F
ν
0 .
In Theorem 5.2 (i), we obtain an analogue in the higher case by using a result of Yamazaki [Y09,
Lemma 2.4, Proposition 3.1]. If A has potentially good reduction or split semi-abelian reduction and
s > 0, the quotient F νs /F
ν+1
s is divisible if ν ≥ 3. In particular, for s > 0 and ν > s + 1, we obtain a
decomposition
CHd+s(A, s)/F νs
∼= KMs (k)⊕Ker(π∗)
∼= KMs (k)⊕ F
s+1
s /F
s+2
s ⊕ · · · ⊕ F
ν−1
s /F
ν
s .
As an application of Theorem 1.1 and 1.2, Gazaki gave an estimate of the kernel of a homomorphism
induced by the Brauer-Manin pairing by using the filtration {F ν0 }ν≥0. By using {F
ν
1 }ν≥0 similarly, we
give an estimate of the kernel of the reciprocity map recA : SK1(A)→ π
ab
1 (A) (see [S85]). For an abelian
group B, we denote by Bdiv the maximal divisible subgroup of B.
Theorem 1.3. Let k/Qp be a finite extension. Let A be an abelian variety of dimension d. Denote
K1 = Ker(CH
d+1(A, 1) ∼= SK1(A)
recA−−−→ πab1 (A)). Then F
3
1 ⊂ K1 ⊂ F
2
1 . Moreover if A = Jac(C) is
the Jacobian variety with potentially good reduction or split semi-abelian reduction of a smooth proper
geometrically connected curve C over k with C(k) 6= ∅, then F 21 /F
3
1 is the direct sum of a finite group
and a divisible group and K1/F
ν
1 ⊗ Z[1/2] = (F
2
1 /F
ν
1 )div ⊗ Z[1/2] for any ν ≥ 3.
Notation and Conventions. Throughout this paper, we fix a base field k. For a scheme X over k, let X(0)
be the set of all closed points in X . For x ∈ X , we denote the residue field by k(x). For an extension
F/k of fields, we denote a scheme X ×k F by XF and the set of all F -valued points by X(F ). If K is a
function field in one variable over k and v is a place of K/k, then Ov and k(v) denote the valuation ring
and the residue field.
2 Review
In section 2.1, we prepare a Somekawa type K-group Sr(k;A,KMs ), which plays a key role in section 3
to define the Gazaki type filtration on the higher Chow group of zero cycles for an abelian variety. In
section 2.2, we review the cubical definition of the higher Chow group and the Weil reciprocity for the
higher Chow groups shown by Akhtar. This is a key lemma for Theorem 3.6. In section 2.3, we review
a theorem of Kahn and Yamazaki that will be used in Corollary 4.3.
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2.1 The group Sr(k;A,K
M
s
)
Let G be a commutative group scheme over k. For a sequence E/F/k of fields, we have the restriction
map RE/F : G(F ) → G(E). If E/F is finite, then we also have the trace map TrE/F : G(E) → G(F ),
which satisfies
TrE/F ◦ RE/F = [E : F ]. (2.1.1)
The above is similar for the Milnor K-theory KM∗ of fields.
Let A be an abelian variety over k. For two integers r, s ≥ 0, set
Tr(k;A,K
M
s ) =
⊕
F/k finite
A(F )⊗r ⊗KMs (F ), (2.1.2)
where F runs through all finite extensions of k, and KMs (F ) is the Milnor K-theory of F . We denote by
Kr(k;A,K
M
s ) = K(k;A, . . . , A︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
,KMs )
the Somekawa type K-group which has been studied since [So]. It is the abelian group
Tr(k;A,K
M
s )
/
R,
where R is the subgroup generated by the following elements (2.1.3), (2.1.4). We abbreviate Tr(k;A,KM0 )
and Kr(k;A,K
M
0 ) to Tr(k;A) and Kr(k;A). One has K0(k;A,K
M
s )
∼= KMs (k).
Set Hi = A for i = 1, . . . , r and Hr+1 = KMs . If E/F/k is a sequence of finite field extensions and we
have hi0 ∈ Hi0(E) for some i0 ∈ {1, . . . , r + 1}, and hi ∈ Hi(F ) for all i 6= i0, then
h1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ TrE/F (hi0)⊗ · · · ⊗ hr+1 − RE/F (h1)⊗ · · · ⊗ hi0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ RE/F (hr+1) ∈ R. (2.1.3)
Let K be a function field in one variable over k. Let f1, . . . , fr ∈ A(K) and g ∈ KMs+1(K) . Then∑
v
sv(f1)⊗ · · · ⊗ sv(fr)⊗ ∂v(g) ∈ R (2.1.4)
where v runs over all places of K/k. Here ∂v : K
M
s+1(K)→ K
M
s (k(v)) is the boundery map in the Milnor
K-theory, and sv : A(K) → A(k(v)) is the specialization map defined as the composition A(K)
≃
←−
A(Ov)→ A(k(v)) by the properness.
For a finite field extension F/k and a1, . . . , ar ∈ A(F ), b ∈ KMs (F ) we denote by a symbol {a1, . . . , ar, b}F/k
the class of a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ar ⊗ b in Kr(k;A,KMs ).
Let Sr be the r-th symmetric group. An element σ ∈ Sr acts on a symbol by σ · {a1, . . . , ar, b}F/k =
{aσ(1), . . . , aσ(r), b}F/k. This extends linearly to Kr(k;A,K
M
s ). We denote the quotient abelian group of
the action by
Sr(k;A,K
M
s ) = Kr(k;A,K
M
s )
/
Sr. (2.1.5)
Let k′/k be a finite extension of fields. The trace map of Somekawa type K-groups
Trk′/k : Kr(k
′;Ak′ ,K
M
s )→ Kr(k;A,K
M
s ) (2.1.6)
is defined as follows: For a finite extension F/k′ and a1, . . . , ar ∈ Ak′ (F ), b ∈ KMs (F ), the map Trk′/k
sends a symbol {a1, . . . , ar, b}F/k′ to a symbol {a1, . . . , ar, b}F/k. This induces Trk′/k : Sr(k
′;Ak′ ,KMs )→
Sr,s(k;A,KMs ).
We review an easy result on the Milnor K-theory. Let K be a function field in one variable over k.
Let g1, . . . , gs+1 ∈ K
∗ be such that for every place v of K/k there exists i(v) ∈ {1, . . . , s+ 1} such that
gi ∈ O∗v for all i 6= i(v). Then for every place v of K/k
∂v({g1, . . . , gs+1}) = (−1)
i(v)−1ordv(gi(v)){g1(v), . . . , gˆi(v), . . . , gs+1(v)} ∈ K
M
s (k(v)), (2.1.7)
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where gˆi(v) excludes the i(v)-th component and v = ordv : K
∗
։ Z is the normalized discrete valuation.
Let g1, . . . , gs, h ∈ K∗ be such that for every place v of K/k there exists i(v) ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that
gi ∈ O∗v for all i 6= i(v). When s = 0 this simply means we have h ∈ K
∗. Then for every place v of K/k
∂v({h, g1, . . . , gs}) =
{
ordv(h) if s = 0
{g1(v), . . . , Tv(gi(v), h), . . . , gs(v)} ∈ K
M
s (k(v)) if s > 0
(2.1.8)
Here Tv : K
∗ × K∗ → k(v)∗ is the tame symbol defined by Tv(g, h) = (−1)
v(g)v(h)(gv(h)/hv(g))(v) for
g, h ∈ K∗.
2.2 Higher Chow groups
Let X be an equi-dimensional scheme of finite type over k. In [T], one defines the n-cube nk to
be (P1k − {1})
n and introduces the faces of n, the cubical complex cm(X, •) for an integer m ≥ 0,
and the subcomplex cm(X, •)degn ⊂ cm(X, •) of degenerate cycles. We denote the quotient complex
cm(X, •)/cm(X, •)degn by zm(X, •), and define the higher Chow group CH
m(X,n) as the n-th homology
group of the complex zm(X, •).
We focus on the higher Chow group of zero cycles. Let d be the dimension of X and s ≥ 0 an integer.
Then we obtain
CHd+s(X, s) = cd+s(X, s)/ds+1c
d+s(X, s+ 1), (2.2.1)
where ds+1 : c
d+s(X, s+1)→ cd+s(X, s) is the boundary map. The object cd+s(X, s) is the free abelian
group generated by all closed points in X × (1 −{0,∞})s, and cd+s(X, s+ 1) is the free abelian group
generated by all integral curves in X×s+1 which meets the codimension-1 faces in finitely many points
and which does not meet the codimension-2 faces. Let C ∈ cd+s(X, s + 1) be an integral curve with
function field K = k(C). Let pi : X ×s+1 → 1 be the projection to the i-th cube and let gi : C → 1
be the composition C
ιC
→֒ X × s+1
pi
−→ 1. Let ϕ : C˜ → C be the normalization of C and let g˜i be
the composition gi ◦ ϕ. We use (t1, . . . , ts+1) for the affine coordinate of s+1 around (0, . . . , 0). For
ǫ ∈ {0,∞}, we denote by ϕǫi and ι
ǫ
C,i the base change of ϕ and ιC by ti = ǫ in the following cartesian
diagram:
g˜−1i (ǫ) g
−1
i (ǫ) X ×
s Speck
C˜ C X ×s+1 1.
ϕǫi ι
ǫ
C,i
ti=ǫ t=ǫ
ϕ ιC pi
(2.2.2)
Set σǫi = ι
ǫ
C,i ◦ ϕ
ǫ
i . Given a closed point w ∈
∐
i,ǫ g˜
−1
i (ǫ) ⊂ C˜, there is a unique pair (i(w), ǫ(w)) such
that ϕ(w) ∈ g−1i(w)(ǫ(w)) since all cycles [g
−1
i (ǫ)] have disjoint suppots on X ×
s by the face condition.
The boundary map ds+1 is described as follows:
ds+1(C) =
∑
w∈C˜
(−1)i(w)−1ordw(g˜i(w))[k(w) : k(ϕ(w))] · σ
ǫ(w)
i(w) (w), (2.2.3)
where we consider as g˜i ∈ K∗.
We use the following isomorphism repeatedly.
Theorem 2.1. (Nesterenko-Suslin, Totaro [T, Theorem 1]) Let s ≥ 0 be an integer. There is a canonical
isomorphism
[ ]k : K
M
s (k)
∼
−→ CHs(k, s). (2.2.4)
We review the Weil reciprocity for the higher Chow groups. Refer to [A] for more general statement.
Theorem 2.2. ([A]Theorem 4.5, Lemma 5.4, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5) Let s ≥ 0 be an integer. Let C be a proper
smooth curve over k with function field K = k(C). For a closed point P ∈ XK and g ∈ KMs+1(K), it
holds that ∑
v∈C(0)
Trk(v)/k
(
sv([P ])× [∂v(g)]k(v)
)
= 0 ∈ CHd+s(X, s),
4
where sv : CH0(XK)→ CH0(Xk(v)) is the specialization map for Chow groups in [F, Section 20.3], and
× is the exterior product of higher Chow groups, and Trk(v)/k : CH
d+s(Xk(v), s) → CH
d+s(X, s) is the
proper push-forward.
2.3 A result of Kahn and Yamazaki
Let A be an abelian variety over k.
Definition 2.3. For r, s ≥ 0, we define the group
Kr,s(k;A,Gm) =

⊕
F/k
A(F )⊗r ⊗ (F ∗)⊗s

/R′
where F runs through all finite extensions of k and R′ is the subgroup generated by the following elements
(2.3.1) and (2.3.2):
Set Hi = A for i = 1, . . . , r and Hi = Gm for i = r + 1, . . . , r + s. If E/F/k is a sequence of finite
field extensions and we have hi0 ∈ Hi0(E) for some i0 ∈ {1, . . . , r + s}, and hi ∈ Hi(F ) for all i 6= i0,
then
h1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ TrE/F (hi0)⊗ · · · ⊗ hr+s − RE/F (h1)⊗ · · · ⊗ hi0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ RE/F (hr+s) ∈ R
′, (2.3.1)
where RE/F is the restriction map and TrE/F is the trace map.
Let K be a function field in one variable over k. Let f1, . . . , fr ∈ A(K) and g1, . . . gs, h ∈ K∗ such
that for every place v of K/k there exists i(v) ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that gi ∈ O∗v for all i 6= i(v). Then∑
v
v(h) · sv(f1)⊗ · · · ⊗ sv(fr) ∈ R
′ if s = 0,
∑
v
sv(f1)⊗ · · · ⊗ sv(fr)⊗ g1(v)⊗ · · · ⊗ Tv(gi(v), h)⊗ · · · ⊗ gs(v) ∈ R
′ if s > 0,
(2.3.2)
where v runs over all places of K/k. Here sv and Tv are from (2.1.4) and (2.1.8).
As with (2.1.5), define
Sr,s(k;A,Gm) = Kr,s(k;A,Gm)/Sr. (2.3.3)
From a relation (2.1.8), there exists a natural surjection
Kr,s(k;A,Gm)։ Kr(k;A,K
M
s ). (2.3.4)
When s = 0, 1, these two groups agree by definition. When r = 0, this is an isomorphism by [So,
Theorem 1.4].
Theorem 2.4. [KY, 11.14. Theorem] If k is perfect, the above morphism (2.3.4) is an isomorphism.
Refer [KY] for the proof. They used Voevodsky’s triangulated category DMeff− of effective motivic
complexes and constructed following horizontal isomorphisms:
Kr,s(k;A,Gm) HomDMeff
−
(Z, A⊗r ⊗G⊗sm )
Kr(k;A,KMs ) HomDMeff
−
(
Z, A⊗r ⊗KMs
)
∼
∼
∼
where the tensor products on the right hand side are in the abelian categoryHINis of homotopy invariant
Nisnevich sheaves with transfers. We have an isomorphism G⊗sm
∼
−→ KMs as a direct consequence of
Suslin-Voevodsky’s theorem [SV, Theorem 3.4] (see also [KY, 1.3]), which induces the right vertical
isomorphism.
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3 Gazaki type filtration
Throughout the rest of this paper, let k be a field and A an abelian variety over k of dimension d.
3.1 The homomorphism Φ′
r,s
Recall the description (2.2.1). For a closed point x in A ×k (1k − {0,∞})
s, we also denote the closed
immersion by x : Spec k(x) →֒ A ×k G
s
m. Denote the projection to A and the i-th component by
pA : A×Gsm → A and pi : A×G
s
m → Gm for 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
Proposition 3.1. For any r, s ≥ 0 the homomorphism
φkr,s : c
d+s(A, s)→ Kr(k;A,K
M
s )
[x] 7→ {pA ◦ x, . . . , pA ◦ x︸ ︷︷ ︸
r copies
, {p1 ◦ x, . . . , ps ◦ x}}k(x)/k,
where x is a closed point of A×k (1k − {0,∞})
s, induces a map Φkr,s : CH
d+s(A, s)→ Kr(k;A,KMs ).
When there is no confusion, we omit k. For a map composed with the natural projection to
Sr(k;A,KMs ), we use Φ
′
r,s : CH
d+s(A, s)→ Sr(k;A,KMs ).
Proof. Let C ∈ cd+s(A, s + 1) be an integral curve with function field K = k(C), let ϕ : C˜ → C be the
normalization of C. We denote by qA : A×s+1 → A the projection to A and by qi : A×s+1 → 1 the
projection to the i-th cube for 1 ≤ i ≤ s+ 1. Let f : C → A be the composition C →֒ A× s+1
qA
−−→ A
and let gi : C → 1 be the composition C →֒ A×s+1
qi
−→ 1. Set f˜ = f ◦ ϕ and g˜i = gi ◦ ϕ.
Given a closed point w ∈ C˜, there is a unique pair (i(w), ǫ(w)) such that ϕ(w) ∈ g−1i(w)(ǫ(w)) if and
only if ordw(gi) 6= 0 for some i by the observation at (2.2.3). If ϕ(w) ∈ g
−1
i(w)(ǫ(w)), we obtain the
cartesian diagram:
Spec k(ϕ(w)) g−1i(w)(ǫ(w)) A×
s

s
Spec k(ϕ(w)) C A×s+1 s+1
σ
ǫ(w)
i(w)
(w)
p1×···×ps
ti(w)=ǫ(w)
ϕ(w) q1×···×qs+1
where σǫi is a map defined at (2.2.2). By the above diagram, we get
φr,s(σ
ǫ(w)
i(w) (w)) = {f ◦ ϕ(w), . . . , f ◦ ϕ(w), {g1(ϕ(w)), . . . , gˆi(w), . . . , gs+1(ϕ(w))}}k(ϕ(w))/k
where gˆi(w) means the exclusion of the i(w)-th component, and we consider as f ◦ ϕ(w) ∈ A(k(ϕ(w)))
and gi ∈ O∗ϕ(w) ⊂ K for i 6= i(w). By (2.2.3), we have
φr,s(ds+1(C))
=
∑
w∈C˜
(−1)i(w)−1ordw(g˜i(w))
{
[k(w) : k(ϕ(w))]f ◦ ϕ(w), . . . , f ◦ ϕ(w), {g1(ϕ(w)), . . . , gˆi(w), . . . , gs+1(ϕ(w))}
}
k(ϕ(w))/k
We write R = Rk(w)/k(ϕ(w)). By (2.1.1), (2.1.3) and (2.1.7), the above is equal to
=
∑
w∈C˜
(−1)i(w)−1ordw(g˜i(w)){R(f ◦ ϕ(w)), . . . ,R(f ◦ ϕ(w)), {g˜1(w), . . . , ˆ˜gi(w), . . . , g˜s+1(w)}}k(w)/k
=
∑
w∈C˜
{R(f ◦ ϕ(w)), . . . ,R(f ◦ ϕ(w)), ∂w {g˜1, g˜2, . . . , g˜s+1}}k(w)/k.
We have the following commutative diagram:
6
Spec k(w) Spec k(ϕ(w))
Spec Ow C˜ A
rw w f◦ϕ(w)
iw f˜
so that Rk(w)/k(ϕ(w))(f ◦ ϕ(w)) = f˜ ◦ iw ◦ rw. Let η : Spec K → C˜ be the generic point inclusion. The
morphism f˜ ◦ iw fits into the following commutative diagram:
Spec K A
Spec Ow Speck
f˜◦η
f˜◦iw
Therefore we obtain Rk(w)/k(ϕ(w))(f ◦ ϕ(w)) = f˜ ◦ iw ◦ rw = sw(f˜ ◦ η) for every closed point w in C˜.
Let P(C˜) be the smooth compactification of C˜. Then for every w ∈ P(C˜) − C˜, there exists i(w) ∈
{1, . . . , s+ 1} such that g˜i(w)(w) = 1 ([A]Lemma 6.6). Therefore we obtain a relation in Kr(k;A,K
M
s ) :
φr,s(ds+1(C)) =
∑
w∈P(C˜)
{sw(f˜ ◦ η), . . . , sw(f˜ ◦ η), ∂w {g˜1, g˜2, . . . , g˜s+1}}k(w)/k
= 0.
This concludes the proof.
Lemma 3.2. Let k′/k be a finite extension of fields. Then the homomorphism Φr,s commutes with the
push-forward Trk′/k.
CHd+s(Ak′ , s) Kr(k
′;Ak′ ,K
M
s )
CHd+s(A, s) Kr(k;A,KMs )
Φk
′
r,s
Trk′/k Trk′/k
Φkr,s
where the left vertical map is the proper push-forward of higher Chow groups, and the right vertical map
is the trace map of Somekawa type K-groups defined at (2.1.6).
The proof is straightforward.
3.2 The homomorphism Ψ′
r,s
Notation and Observation. We have the degree map degA : CH0(A) ։ Z. Define A0(A) := Ker(degA).
(i) Let 0 be the unit of A. Let F/k be a field extention. For a ∈ A(F ), we denote by [a]F ∈ CH0(AF )
the class of a and define λF (a) = [a]F − [0]F ∈ A0(AF ).
(ii) Let m : A×k A→ A be the multiplication morphism on A. We also denote m by +. Recall that the
Pontryagin product is defined by
∗ : CH0(A) ⊗ CH0(A)→ CH0(A)
α⊗ β 7→ m∗(α× β).
(3.2.1)
This gives a ring structure on CH0(A). If x, y ∈ A(k), then we have [x]k ∗ [y]k = [x + y]k by definition.
For a field extension F/k and x, y ∈ A(F ), we obtain
λF (x+ y)− λF (x) − λF (y) = λF (x) ∗ λF (y) ∈ A0(AF ). (3.2.2)
If p : A→ B is a homomorphism of abelian varieties over k or the structure morphism of A, the proper
push-forward p∗ : CH0(A)→ CH0(B) is a ring homomorphism, where the ring structure on CH0(k) is the
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one compatible with Z, which is defined by (3.2.1) with the natural isomorphism m : Spec k×k Spec k →
Spec k. In particular degA is a ring homomorphism. The subgroup A0(A) = Ker(degA) is an ideal of
CH0(A) with respect to the Pontryagin product. If F/k is a finite field extension, the proper push-forward
TrF/k : CH0(AF )→ CH0(A) is also a ring homomorphism.
Lemma 3.3. For r, s ≥ 0, we define the map
ψr,s :
∐
F/k
A(F )× · · · ×A(F )︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
×KMs (F )→ CH
d+s(A, s)
(a1, . . . , ar, b)F 7→ TrF/k
(
(λF (a1) ∗ · · · ∗ λF (ar))× [b]F
)
where F runs through all finite extensions of k, × is the exterior product, and TrF/k is the proper push-
forward. See (2.2.4) and Notation and Observation (i) for [ ]F and λF . Then ψr,s satisfies following
properties:
(i) For a1, . . . , ai,1, ai,2, . . . , ar ∈ A(F ), b ∈ KMs (F ),
ψr,s(a1, . . . , ai,1 + ai,2, . . . , ar, b)− ψr,s(a1, . . . , ai,1, . . . , ar, b)− ψr,s(a1, . . . , ai,2, . . . , ar, b)
= ψr+1,s(a1, . . . , ai,1, ai,2, . . . , ar, b).
(3.2.3)
(ii) Let pr is the composition
∐
F/k finiteA(F )
×r × KMs (F ) → Tr(k;A,K
M
s ) ։ Sr(k;A,K
M
s ). It holds
that
Φ′r,s ◦ ψr,s = r! · pr, (3.2.4)
where Φ′r,s is defined after Proposition 3.1.
Proof. The relation (3.2.3) follows from (3.2.2). By Lemma 3.2, we have
Φ′r,sψr,s(a1, . . . , ar, b) = TrF/kΦ
′F
r,s
((
([a1]F − [0]F ) ∗ · · · ∗ ([ar]F − [0]F )
)
× [b]F
)
=
r∑
j=0
(−1)r−j
∑
1≤ν1<···<νj≤r
{
j∑
i=1
aνi , . . . ,
j∑
i=1
aνi , b
}
F/k
=
∑
{i1,...,ir}={1,...,r}
{ai1 , . . . , air , b}F/k
= r! {a1, . . . , ar, b}F/k .
At the third equality we compute the coefficient of a symbol {ai1 , . . . , air , b}F/k with i1, . . . , ir ∈ {1, . . . , r}
that arises when the left hand side is developed. If the subset {i1, . . . , ir} ⊂ {1, . . . , r} consists of different
c (1 ≤ c ≤ r) elements, it turns out to be
∑r−c
j=0(−1)
r−c−j
(
r−c
j
)
, which is 0 if c < r and is 1 if c = r.
Definition 3.4. We define two descending filtrations {F νs }ν≥0 and {G
ν
s}ν≥0 of subgroups in CH
d+s(A, s).
For 0 ≤ ν ≤ s, define
F νs = G
ν
s = CH
d+s(A, s).
Let r, s ≥ 0. We define
F r+ss =
r−1⋂
j=0
KerΦ′j,s, G
r+s
s = 〈Im(ψr,s)〉 .
See Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.3 for Φ′r,s and ψr,s.
It follows from (3.2.3) that Gνs ⊃ G
ν+1
s . By definition, the map Φ
′
r,s induces an injection
F r+ss /F
r+s+1
s →֒ Sr(k;A,K
M
s ). (3.2.5)
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Let π : A→ Spec k be the structure morphism. For example,
F s+1s = Ker(Φ0,s = π∗ : CH
d+s(A, s)→ KMs (k)
∼= CHs(k, s)),
Gs+1s =
〈
TrF/k
(
([x]F − [0]F )× [b]F
)
: x ∈ A(F ), b ∈ KMs (F )
〉
,
Gs+2s =
〈
TrF/k
(
([x+ y]F − [x]F − [y]F + [0]F )× [b]F
)
: x, y ∈ A(F ), b ∈ KMs (F )
〉
.
It holds that F s+1s = G
s+1
s .
Proposition 3.5. The filtration {Gνs}ν≥0 is a subfiltration of {F
ν
s }ν≥0.
Proof. For ν = 0, . . . , s, the claim is trivial. Now we assume the claim for ν < r + s (for some r). Then
Φ′j,s(G
r+s
s ) ⊂ Φ
′
j,s(G
r+s−1
s ) = 0 for j = 0, . . . , r − 2. It is sufficient to show that Φ
′
r−1,s(G
r+s
s ) = 0 for
r ≥ 1. By (3.2.3) and (3.2.4), we have
Φ′r−1,sψr,s(a1, . . . , ar, b) = Φ
′
r−1,sψr−1,s(a1 + a2, a3, . . . , ar, b)
− Φ′r−1,sψr−1,s(a1, a3, . . . , ar, b)− Φ
′
r−1,sψr−1,s(a2, a3, . . . , ar, b)
= (r − 1)!{a1 + a2, a3, . . . , ar, b}F/k
− (r − 1)!{a1, a3, . . . , ar, b}F/k − (r − 1)!{a2, a3, . . . , ar, b}F/k
= 0.
This concludes the proof.
By (3.2.3), we obtain a surjective homomorphism:
Tr(k;A,K
M
s )→
Gr+ss CH
d+s(A, s)
Gr+s+1s CH
d+s(A, s)
,
where Tr(k;A,K
M
s ) is defined at (2.1.2). By Proposition 3.5, it induces a homomorphism:
ψ′r,s : Tr(k;A,K
M
s )→
F r+ss CH
d+s(A, s)
F r+s+1s CH
d+s(A, s)
.
Proposition 3.6. Let r, s ≥ 0 be integers. The homomorphism ψ′r,s induces
Ψ′r,s : Sr(k;A,K
M
s )→
F r+ss CH
d+s(A, s)
F r+s+1s CH
d+s(A, s)
{a1, . . . , ar, b}F/k 7→ TrF/k
(
(λF (a1) ∗ · · · ∗ λF (ar))× [b]F
)
,
and the property Φ′r,s ◦Ψ
′
r,s = r! holds on Sr(k;A,K
M
s ).
Proof. The property (3.2.4) shows that Φ′r,s◦ψ
′
r,s = r!·pr, where pr is the natural projection Tr(k;A,K
M
s )։
Sr(k;A,K
M
s ). Set Hi = A for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and Hr+1 = K
M
s . If E/F/k are finite field extensions and we
have hi0 ∈ Hi0(E) for some i0 ∈ {1, . . . , r + 1}, and hi ∈ Hi(F ) for all i 6= i0, then
Φ′r,s ◦ ψ
′
r,s(h1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ TrE/F (hi0)⊗ · · · ⊗ hr+1) = r!{h1, . . . ,TrE/F (hi0), . . . , hr+1}F/k
= r!{RE/F (h1), . . . , hi0 , . . . ,RE/F (hr+1)}E/k
= Φ′r,s ◦ ψ
′
r,s(RE/F (h1)⊗ · · · ⊗ hi0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ RE/F (hr+1))
By (3.2.5), we have
ψ′r,s(h1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ TrE/F (hi0)⊗ · · · ⊗ hr+1) = ψ
′
r,s(RE/F (h1)⊗ · · · ⊗ hi0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ RE/F (hr+1)).
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Let K be a function field in one variable over k. Let f1, . . . , fr ∈ A(K) and g ∈ KMs+1(K). Then
ψ′r,s
(∑
v
sv(f1)⊗ · · · ⊗ sv(fr)⊗ ∂v(g)
)
=
r∑
j=0
(−1)r−j
∑
1≤ν1<···<νj≤r
∑
v
Trk(v)/k
(
[sv(fν1 + · · ·+ fνj )]k(v) × [∂v(g)]k(v)
)
= 0,
where the last equality follows by Theorem 2.2 and the following commutative diagram:
A(K) A(k(v))
CH0(AK) CH0(Ak(v)).
sv
[ ]K [ ]k(v)
sv
Thus Ψ′r,s is well-defined and the latter statement is concluded.
Corollary 3.7. The composition
Ψ′r,s ◦ Φ
′
r,s : (G
r+s
s + F
r+s+1
s )/F
r+s+1
s → Sr(k;A,K
M
s )→ (G
r+s
s + F
r+s+1
s )/F
r+s+1
s
is the multiplication by r!.
Proof. The subgroup (Gr+ss + F
r+s+1
s )/F
r+s+1
s ⊂ F
r+s
s /F
r+s+1
s is the image of Ψ
′
r,s, so that the claim
is deduced from Ψ′r,sΦ
′
r,sΨ
′
r,s = r!Ψ
′
r,s.
Theorem 3.8. The injection (3.2.5) is an isomorphism up to r!-torsion:
Φ′r,s : F
r+s
s /F
r+s+1
s ⊗ Z
[
1
r!
]
∼
−→ Sr(k;A,K
M
s )⊗ Z
[
1
r!
]
with Φ′−1r,s = (1/r!)Ψ
′
r,s.
Proof. The multiplication by r! is an isomorphism after ⊗Z[1/r!]. Therefore (3.2.5) is also surjective
after ⊗Z[1/r!] by Proposition 3.6.
4 The e´tale cycle map and the Somekawa map
In addition to the setting in the section 3, we use the following notations in this section.
Notations. Throughout this section, fix an integer n > 0 invertible in k. For a Z-module M and an
integer m, let M [m] := Ker(M
m
−→ M), and for an integer r ≥ 0, denote by
∧r
M the r-th exterior
product, which is the quotient of
⊗r
M by the submodule generated by elements x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xr in which
two of them are equal. Let Z/n(1) = µn := Gm[n].
4.1 The Somekawa map
For a semi-abelian variety G over k, we have the Kummer exact sequence 0→ G[n]→ G
n
−→ G→ 0. For
an extension F/k of fields, we denote the connecting homomorphism by
δ : G(F )→ H1e´t(F, GF [n]). (4.1.1)
Let G1, . . . , Gr be semi-abelian varieties over k. In [So], Somekawa defines the morphism
sn :
K(k;G1, . . . , Gr)
n
→ Hre´t(k,G1[n]⊗ · · · ⊗Gr[n])
{a1, . . . , ar}F/k 7→ TrF/k(δ(a1) ∪ · · · ∪ δ(ar))
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where F is a finite extension of k and ai ∈ Gi(F ).
When G1 = · · · = Gr = Gm, this gives the Galois symbol
hk,n : K
M
r (k)/n→ H
r(k, µ⊗rn ) (4.1.2)
sending a symbol {b1, . . . , br} to δ(b1) ∪ · · · ∪ δ(br) for b1, . . . , br ∈ k∗ by [So, Theorem 1.4].
Theorem 4.1. (Rost-Voevodsky, [V, Theorem 6.16]) The Galois symbol (4.1.2) is an isomorphism for
any n invertible in k.
Let r, s ≥ 0 be two integers. Let p be the natural projection p : A[n]⊗r →
∧r
A[n] and set q =
p⊗ id⊗s : A[n]⊗r ⊗ µ⊗sn →
∧r
A[n]⊗ µ⊗sn .
Proposition 4.2. With notation as above, the composition q∗ ◦ sn induces
sn :
Sr,s(k;A,Gm)
n
→ Hr+s(k,
r∧
A[n]⊗ µ⊗sn ).
The group Sr,s(k;A,Gm) is defined in Definition 2.3.
The proof is exactly parallel to [G, Proposition 5.2] and we omit it.
Corollary 4.3. Assume that k is perfect. The homomorphism
s′n : Tr(k;A,K
M
s )→ H
r+s(k,A[n]⊗r ⊗ µ⊗sn )
(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ar ⊗ b)F 7→ TrF/k(δ(a1) ∪ · · · ∪ δ(ar) ∪ hF,n(b))
where F/k is a finite extension and a1, . . . , ar ∈ A(F ), b ∈ KMs (F ), factors through Kr(k;A,K
M
s )/n.
Furthermore,
s′n :
Sr(k;A,KMs )
n
→ Hr+s(k,
r∧
A[n]⊗ µ⊗sn )
is induced.
When s = 0, 1 or r = 0, the morphism (2.3.4) is an isomorphism. Hence we do not need an assumption
of perfectness in these cases.
Proof. The desired morphisms s′n are obtained by
Kr(k;A,K
M
s )
∼
←− Kr,s(k;A,Gm)
sn−→ Hr+s(k,A[n]⊗r ⊗ µ⊗sn ),
Sr(k;A,K
M
s )
∼
←− Sr,s(k;A,Gm)
sn−→ Hr+s(k,
r∧
A[n]⊗ µ⊗sn ).
The first isomorphism is due to Kahn and Yamazaki (Theorem 2.4).
4.2 The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
In this section, we fix an integer t and use the following notations. Let k¯ be a separable closure of k. For a
scheme X over k, denote X := Xk¯. For an e´tale sheaf F of Z/n-modules on Xe´t, denote F(t) := F⊗µ
⊗t
n .
We put 00 = 1 and (−1)! = 1 by conventions.
We consider the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
Ei,j2 = H
i(k,Hj(A¯, Z/n(t)))⇒ Hi+j(A, Z/n(t)) (4.2.1)
One has
Ei,j2
∼= Hi(k,
2d−j∧
A[n](t− d)) (4.2.2)
by the Poincare´ duality and Theorem 12.1 in [M].
Let m be an integer. Consider the multiplication morphism m : A → A. The pull-back m∗ acts
on Hj(A¯,Z/n(t)) as the multiplication by mj . The push-forward m∗ acts on H
j(A¯,Z/n(t)) as the
multiplication by m2d−j.
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Proposition 4.4. Assume that the condition l > min(cdl(k), 2d+ 1) =:M holds for any prime number
l dividing n. Then the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence (4.2.1) degenerates at level two.
Remark 1. Proposition 4.4 generalizes [G, Lemma 6.6], where Gazaki showed the statement when k is
a finite extension of Qp (then cd(k) = 2). Our proof extends her arguments.
Proof. We may assume that n = le for a prime number l satisfying l > M . We will show that the
boundary map di,jr : E
i,j
r → E
i+r,j−r+1
r is zero map for every r ≥ 2, i and j. If r ≥ M + 1, this claim
is trivial simply because the domain or the target is zero. Let 2 ≤ r ≤ M . Let m be any integer and
consider the multiplication morphism m : A → A. The pull-back m∗ acts on Ei,jr as the multiplication
by mj . Since the pull-back m∗ and di,jr are compatible, that is, d
i,j
r m
j = mj−r+1di,jr , we obtain an
equality mj−r+1(mr−1 − 1)di,jr = 0. Choose m to be a (l− 1)-th primitive root of unity. Then for every
2 ≤ r ≤M , it holds that mj−r+1(mr−1 − 1) ∈ (Z/l)× by M < l, hence di,jr = 0.
From the spectral sequence (4.2.1), we obtain a descending filtration
Hq(A, Z/n(t)) = fil0HSH
q ⊃ fil1HSH
q ⊃ · · · ⊃ filqHSH
q ⊃ 0
with quotients filνHSH
q/filν+1HS H
q ≃ Eν,q−ν∞ . Let s ≥ 0 be an integer. If ν < s, it holds that E
ν,2d+s−ν
2 = 0.
We obtain H2d+s(A,Z/n(d+ s)) = fil0HSH
2d+s = · · · = filsHSH
2d+s.
Let r, s ≥ 0 be two integers. For proper smooth connected k-schemes X,Y ,
• Set
Ls(X) :=
⊕
x∈X(0)
Hs(x,Z/n(s)) (4.2.3)
and denote by (b)x ∈ Ls(X) the element determined by x ∈ X(0) and b ∈ H
s(x,Z/n(s)). For a
k-morphism f : X → Y , define f∗ : Ls(X)→ Ls(Y ) by f∗((b)x) = (Nk(x)/k(y)b)y, where y = f(x).
By this correspondence Ls is a covariant functor.
• Let d be the dimension of X . Set ψX :=
∑
x∈X(0)
x∗ : Ls(X) → H2d+s(X,Z/n(d + s)), which is
natural in X . We define a descending filtration on Ls(X) by fil
νLs(X) := ψ
−1
X (fil
ν
HSH
2d+s(X)).
• For an abelian variety X = A, we define
cr,s : Ls(A)→ H
r+s(k,
r∧
A[n](s)) (4.2.4)
by cr,s((b)x) = Cork(x)/k(δ(x) ∪ · · · ∪ δ(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
∪b) for x ∈ A(0) and b ∈ H
s(x,Z/n(s)), where δ :
A(k(x))→ H1(k(x), A[n]) is from (4.1.1).
Lemma 4.5. Let r, s ≥ 0 be two integers. Assume that the spectral sequence (4.2.1) degenerates at level
two. Let prr,s : fil
r+s
HS H
2d+s(A, Z/n(d + s)) ։ Er+s,2d−r2 be the natural projection. Then the following
diagram is commutative:
filr+sHS H
2d+s(A, Z/n(d+ s)) Hr+s(k,
∧r
A[n](s)) Hr+s(k,
∧r
A[n](s))
filr+sLs(A) Ls(A).
prr,s rr
ψA cr,s
We use the following notation in the proof. Let C be a proper smooth connected curve over k of
genus g and fix a base point O ∈ C(k). Put J = Jac(C). Let ϕO : C → J be the Abel-Jacobi map such
that ϕO(O) = 0J [M, Chapter III, Section 2]. Denote the r-fold product of C by C
r = C × · · · ×C. Let
ϕOr : C
r → J be the map sending (P1, . . . , Pr) to ϕO(P1)+· · ·+ϕO(Pr). We simply denote Hj(X,Z/n(t))
by Hj(X, t). Consider the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
Ei,j2 = H
i(k,Hj(C
r
, t))⇒ Hi+j(Cr , t).
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This sequence induces a direct sum decomposition [Y05, Proposition 2.4]:
Hm(Cr , t) ∼=
⊕
i+j=m
Hi(k,Hj(C
r
, t)), (4.2.5)
which depends on the choice of O ∈ C(k). Define a map
fOr,s : Ls(C
r)→ Hr+s(k,
r∧
J [n](s)) (4.2.6)
by fOr,s((b)x) = Cork(x)/k(δ(ϕ
O(x1))∪· · ·∪δ(ϕO(xr))∪b) for x ∈ Cr(0) and b ∈ H
s(x, s). Here xi ∈ C(k(x))
is the projection of x ∈ Cr(k(x)) to the i-th component. Then the composition map
Ls(C
r) H2r+s(Cr , r + s) Er+s,r2 = H
r+s(k,Hr(C
r
, r + s)) Hr+s(k,
∧r
J [n](s))
ψCr prr,s ϕ
O
r∗
agrees with fOr,s (cf. [Y05, Proposition 2.4. Proof]). Here prr,s is the natural projection associated to
(4.2.5) and ϕOr∗ is induced by (ϕ
O
r )∗ : H
r(C
r
, r + s)→ H2g−r(J, g + s) =
∧r J [n](s).
Proof. By a standard norm argument, we may assume k is an infinite field. Take an element α ∈
filr+sLs(A) and write α =
∑N
i=1(bi)xi , xi ∈ A(0) and bi ∈ H
s(xi, s). By Bertini’s theorem (using an
assumption of infiniteness of k), there is a smooth projective connected curve C ⊂ A containing the
origin point 0A of A and x1, . . . , xN . Then α is contained in Ls(C), which is a direct summand of Ls(A).
The closed immersion i of C factors uniquely as follows:
C A
J
i
ϕ0A iJ
(4.2.7)
where iJ is a homomorphism of group schemes [M, Chapter III, Proposition 6.1]. Let ir : C
r → A be the
composition of i × · · · × i : Cr → Ar and the multiplication Ar → A. Let δr : C →֒ C
r be the diagonal
embedding. We have ir = iJ ◦ ϕ0Ar and r ◦ i = ir ◦ δr. We obtain the following commutative diagram
filr+sLs(C) fil
r+sLs(C
r) filr+sHS H
2r+s(Cr , r + s) Hr+s(k,Hr(C
r
, r + s)) Hr+s(k,
∧r
J [n](s))
filr+sLs(A) fil
r+sLs(A) fil
r+s
HS H
2d+s(A, d+ s) Hr+s(k,
∧r
A[n](s)).
δr∗
i∗
ψCr
ir∗
prr,s
ir∗
ϕr∗
ir∗
iJ∗
r∗ ψA prr,s
(4.2.8)
Therefore we have
rr · prr,s ◦ ψA(α) = r∗ ◦ prr,s ◦ ψA(α) (r∗ = r
r on
r∧
A[n])
= prr,s ◦ ψA ◦ r∗ ◦ i∗(α) (r∗ commutes with prr,s and ψA)
= iJ∗ ◦ fr,s ◦ δr∗(α) ((4.2.8) and (4.2.6))
=
∑
i
iJ∗
(
Cork(xi)/k(δ(ϕ(xi)) ∪ · · · ∪ δ(ϕ(xi)) ∪ bi)
)
(δr∗((b)x) = (b)x×···×x)
=
∑
i
Cork(xi)/k(δ(xi) ∪ · · · ∪ δ(xi) ∪ bi)
= cr,s(α) (definition of cr,s)
where the second equality from the bottom we need the compatibility of Cor and iJ∗, that iJ∗ =
(
∧r
iJ(s))∗ on H
r+s(k,
∧r
J [n](s)), and iJ∗δ(ϕ(x)) = δ(x) by (4.2.7).
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4.3 The cycle map
Denote the cycle map by
ρsA,n : CH
d+s(A, s)→ H2d+s(A,Z/n(d+ s))
and the cycle map modulo n by
ρsA/n : CH
d+s(A, s)/n→ H2d+s(A,Z/n(d+ s)).
We have the Gazaki type filtration {F νs }ν≥0 defined in Definition 3.4 and {fil
ν
HSH
2d+s}ν≥0 induced by
the spectral sequence (4.2.1).
Theorem 4.6. Let r, s ≥ 0 be two integers. Assume that k is perfect, the spectral sequence (4.2.1)
degenerates at level two, and n is coprime to (r − 1)!. Then we have
ρsA,n(F
r+s
s ) ⊂ fil
r+s
HS H
2d+s.
Proof. Set Cs(A) :=
⊕
x∈A(0)
CHs(x, s) and φA :=
∑
x∈A(0)
x∗ : Cs(A) → CH
d+s(A, s). The map φA
is surjective. We define a descending filtration {F νCs(A)}ν≥0 by F νCs(A) := φ
−1
A (F
ν
s ). Put ρ
′
n :=⊕
x∈A(0)
ρx,n : Cs(A) → Ls(A), where Ls(A) is from (4.2.3). We have the following commutative
diagram:
Cs(A)
⊕
x∈A(0)
KMs (k(x))
Ls(A).
∼
ρ′n hn
(4.3.1)
See (4.1.2) and (2.2.4) for hn and the top isomorphism. Let br,s :
⊕
x∈A(0)
KMs (k(x)) → Sr,s(k;A,K
M
s )
be a map sending b ∈ KMs (k(x)) to {x, . . . , x, b}k(x)/k. Now we will show our claim by induction on r.
The case r = 0 is trivial. Assume that it is correct for r. Then we have a diagram
F r+sCs(A)
⊕
x∈A(0)
KMs (k(x))
F r+ss Sr(k;A,K
M
s )
filr+sHS H
2d+s Hr+s(k,
∧r A[n](s))
filr+sLs(A) Ls(A)
ρ′n
φA br,s
hn
Φ′r,s
ρA,n s′n
rr·prr,s
ψA cr,s
(4.3.2)
where s′n is obtained in Corollary 4.3. The commutativity of the inner square follows from the surjectivity
of φA and the commutativity of the surrounding four squares and the outer square. It is verified by
Lemma 4.5 for the lower square and by (4.3.1) for the outer square.
Corollary 4.7. In the situation of Theorem 4.6, the following holds.
(i) Ker(ρsA/n) ⊂ (F
s+1
s + nF
0
s )/nF
0
s for s ≥ 0, and Ker(ρ
0
A/n) ⊂ (F
2
0 + nF
0
0 )/nF
0
0 .
(ii) Let s = 0, 1. We consider the condition
(∗)s : the Somekawa map K2−s,s(k;A,Gm)/n
sn−→ H2(k,A[n]⊗2−s ⊗ µ⊗sn ) is injective.
If (∗)s holds, then Ker(ρsA/n)⊗ Z[1/(2− s)] ⊂ (F
3
s + nF
0
s )/nF
0
s ⊗ Z[1/(2− s)].
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Proof. Let π : A→ Spec k be the structure morphism of A. We have the following commutative diagram:
CHd+s(A, s) F ss /F
s+1
s K
M
s (k) CH
s(k, s)
H2d+s(A,Z/n(d+ s)) filsHSH
2d+s/fils+1HS H
2d+s Hs(k, µ⊗sn )
ρA,n
π∗
Φ0,s
∼
[ ]k
∼
sn=hn ρk,n
pr0,s=π∗
∼
(4.3.3)
where hn and [ ]k are from (4.1.2) and (2.2.4). By the injectivity of (4.1.2), one verifies Ker(ρ
s
A/n) ⊂
(F s+1s + nF
0
s )/nF
0
s . This proves the first statement of (i).
We have commutative diagrams for (s, r) = (0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 1):
F r+ss F
r+s
s /F
r+s+1
s Sr,s(k;A,Gm)
fil1HSH
2d Hr+s(k,
∧r
A[n](s))
ρA,n
Φ′r,s
sn
rr ·prr,s
(4.3.4)
where sn is obtained in Proposition 4.2. Recall (2.3.4). When (s, r) = (0, 1), the map sn agrees
with δ : A(k) → H1(k,A[n]) from (4.1.1). Since A(k)/n
δ
−→ H1(k,A[n]) is injective, Ker(ρ0A/n) ⊂
(F 20 + nCH0(A))/nCH0(A). This proves the second statement of (i). When (s, r) = (0, 2), Gazaki
has shown in [G, Proposition 6.8. Proof] that sn : S2(k;A)/n ⊗ Z[1/2] → H
2(k,
∧2
A[n]) ⊗ Z[1/2] is
injective if the condition (∗)0 is satisfied. This shows the statement (ii) for s = 0: Ker(ρ0A/n)⊗Z[1/2] ⊂
(F 30 + nCH0(A))/nCH0(A)⊗ Z[1/2]. Similarly, the statement (ii) for s = 1 follows.
Remark 2. In this remark let k be a finite extension of Qp and n > 0 any integer (which may be
even). Consider the spectral sequence (4.2.1). Since the p-adic field has cohomological dimension two,
one has fil3HS = 0. If n is odd, then (4.2.1) degenerates at level two (see Remark 1). We have E
2,2d−1
∞ =
E2,2d−12 /Im d
0,2d
2 . Let pr : E
2,2d−1
2 ։ E
2,2d−1
∞ be the natural projection, which is an isomorphism if n is
odd. Even if n is even, we have the following commutative diagram as the proof of Theorem 4.6:
F 21 F
2
1 /F
3
1 K(k;A,Gm)
fil2HSH
2d+1 E2,2d−1∞ H
2(k,A[n]⊗ µn).
ρA,n
Φ1,1
∼
sn
pr1,1 pr
(4.3.5)
(The diagram (4.3.3) is commutative with no assumption, hence ρA,n(F
2
1 ) ⊂ fil
2
HSH
2d+1. Consider the
diagram (4.3.2) for (s, r) = (1, 1). The lower square in (4.3.2) commutes by chasing the proof of Lemma
4.5 again for (s, r) = (1, 1). We should show that pr1,1 ◦ ψA(α) = pr ◦ c1,1(α) in E2,2d−1∞ , using the
infiniteness of k.) Hence ρA,n(F
3
1 ) ⊂ fil
3
HSH
2d+1 = 0, that is, F 31 ⊂ Ker(ρ
1
A,n).
The cycle map ρsA,n is the zero-map for s ≥ 3. Yamazaki has shown in [Y05, Theorem 4.3] that if A
has split multiplicative reduction, the condition (∗)0 holds. Therefore we have
Ker(ρ0A/n)⊗ Z[1/2] =
F 30 + nCH0(A)
nCH0(A)
⊗ Z[1/2]
for such A. This is a result in [G, Proposition 6.8] and our proof of Corollary 4.7 follows her argument.
In [Y05, Appendix] one finds a result of Spiess that if A is the Jacobian variety of a smooth projective
geometrically connected curve C over k with C(k) 6= ∅, the condition (∗)1 holds. Therefore we have
Ker(ρ1A/n) =
F 31 + nCH
d+1(A, 1)
nCHd+1(A, 1)
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for such A and odd n. When s = 2, one always has Ker(ρ2A/n) = (F
3
2 + nF
0
2 )/nF
0
2 .
5 Local field
In this section, we assume that k is a finite extension of Qp. Let X be a proper smooth integral scheme
over k of dimension d. Let n > 0 be any integer (which may be even). Let i, j be integers. We use the
perfect pairing of finite abelian groups [S, 2.9. Lemma]:
Hi(X,Z/n(j))×H2d+2−i(X,Z/n(d+ 1− j))→ Z/n. (5.0.1)
In section 5.1, we review a result of Gazaki on the Brauer-Manin pairing, and in section 5.2, we apply a
similar argument for the reciprocity map.
Conventions. For an abelian group B, we denote Hom(B,Q/Z) by B∨ and by Bdiv the maximal divisible
subgroup of B. For any scheme S, let Br(S) be the cohomological Brauer group H2(Se´t,Gm).
5.1 The Brauer-Manin pairing
We have the Brauer-Manin pairing CH0(X)×Br(X)→ Br(k) ∼= Q/Z, where the second isomorphism is
the invariant map defined in the local class field theory of k. We obtain a homomorphism ΨX : CH0(X)→
Br(X)∨. Since Br(X) is a torsion group and Br(X)[n] are finite groups, Br(X)∨ is a profinite group.
We review a relation between the Brauer-Manin pairing and the cycle map. There are the following
commutative diagrams:
CH0(X)/n H
2d(X,Z/n(d))
(Br(X)[n])∨ H2(X,Z/n(1))∨
ρX/n
ΨX/n
∼
λ∨X
CH0(X) H
2d(X, Zˆ(d))
Br(X)∨ H2(X,Q/Z(1))∨
ρX
ΨX
∼
λ∨X
where the right vertical isomorphisms are induced by (5.0.1), and λX are induced by the Kummer exact
sequence 0 → µn → Gm
n
−→ Gm → 0 and that Br(X) is torsion. In particular, we have KerΨX =
Ker ρX =
⋂
nKer(ρX,n).
By Remark 2, we obtain
⋂
n(F
3
0 +nF
0
0 )⊗Z[1/2] ⊂ KerΨA⊗Z[1/2] ⊂
⋂
n(F
2
0 +nF
0
0 )⊗Z[1/2] for an
abelian variety A over k.
Theorem 5.1. ([G, Corollary 6.3, Theorem 6.9])
(i) If A has split semi-ordinary reduction, then F ν0 /F
ν+1
0 is divisible group if ν ≥ 3 and F
2
0 /F
3
0 ⊗Z[1/2]
is the direct sum of a finite group and a divisible group.
(ii) Let K0 = KerΨA. Then F
3
0 ⊗ Z[1/2] ⊂ K0 ⊗ Z[1/2] ⊂ F
2
0 ⊗ Z[1/2]. Moreover if A has split
multiplicative reduction, then (K0/F
ν
0 )⊗ Z[1/2] = (F
2
0 /F
ν
0 )div ⊗ Z[1/2] for ν ≥ 3.
See [G, Section 4.2] for a discussion on the vanishing of F ν0 ⊗Q for ν >> 0.
5.2 The reciprocity map
We refer the reader to [S85] for the definition of the group SK1(X), the norm map Nm : SK1(X)→ k∗,
and the reciprocity map recX : SK1(X) → πab1 (X). We review a relation between the reciprocity map
and the cycle map. There are the following commutative diagrams:
where the right vertical isomorphisms are induced by (5.0.1). In particular, we have Ker(recX) ≃
Ker ρX =
⋂
nKer(ρX,n).
By Remark 2, we obtain
⋂
n(F
3
1 +nF
0
1 ) ⊂ Ker(ρA) ⊂
⋂
n(F
2
1 +nF
0
1 ) for an abelian variety A over k.
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CHd+1(X, 1) H2d+1(X,Z/n(d+ 1))
SK1(X) π
ab
1 (X)/n
ρX,n
∼ ∼
recX,n
CHd+1(X, 1) H2d+1(X, Zˆ(d+ 1))
SK1(X) π
ab
1 (X)
ρX
∼ ∼
recX
Theorem 5.2. (i) Assume that A has potentially good reduction or split semi-abelian reduction. Then
F νs /F
ν+1
s is divisible group if s > 0 and ν ≥ 3.
(ii) Let K1 = Ker(CH
d+1(A, 1) → πab1 (A)). Then F
3
1 ⊂ K1 ⊂ F
2
1 . If A is the Jacobian Jac(C)
of a smooth proper geometrically connected curve C over k with C(k) 6= ∅, then F 21 /F
3
1 is the
direct sum of a finite group and a divisible group and K1/F
3
1 ⊗ Z[1/2] = (F
2
1 /F
3
1 )div ⊗ Z[1/2] ∼=
Ker(recC)⊗ Z[1/2].
Proof. (i) By [Y09, Lemma 2.4, Proposition 3.1], the Mackey product A
M
⊗r
M
⊗ G
M
⊗s
m (k) is divisible if
r + s ≥ 3, s > 0. Then Sr(k;A,KMs ) is also divisible, hence we have r!Sr(k;A,K
M
s ) = Sr(k;A,K
M
s ).
Therefore (3.2.5) is also surjective by Proposition 3.6.
(ii) We have F 31 ⊂
⋂
nKer(ρA,n) = K1. Let π : A → Spec k be the structure morphism. We define
πgeo1 (X) := Ker(π∗ : π
ab
1 (X) ։ π
ab
1 (k)) and V (X) := Ker(Nm : SK1(X)→ k
∗). We have the following
commutative diagram
F 21 CH
d+1(A, 1) KM1 (k)
V (A) SK1(A) k
∗
πgeo1 (A) π
ab
1 (A) π
ab
1 (k).
∼
Φ0,1
∼
Nm
recA reck
π∗
Here the injectivity of reck follows from the local class field theory of k, which yields K1 ⊂ F 21 by using
Theorem 3.8. Now we assume A = Jac(C) and denote by J . We have F 21 /F
3
1
∼= K(k; J,Gm) ∼= V (C),
where the second isomorphism is defined in [So, Theorem 2.1]. It is concluded that F 21 /F
3
1 is the direct
sum of a finite group and a divisible group by Corollary 5.2 in [S85] and that (F 21 /F
3
1 )div
∼= Ker(recC)
by Theorem 5.1 in [S85]. Take the subgroup F 31 ⊂ D ⊂ F
2
1 corresponding to (F
2
1 /F
3
1 )div. It is enough
to show D = K1. The composition D/F
3
1 → π
ab
1 (J)։ π
ab
1 (J)/n is zero map for any integer n > 0 since
D/F 31 is divisible and π
ab
1 (J)/n is finite. Therefore D ⊂ K1. We know (F
2
1 /F
3
1 )/(F
2
1 /F
3
1 )div is a finite
group. Let n1 be its order, then n1(F
2
1 /F
3
1 ) = (F
2
1 /F
3
1 )div. It holds that F
2
1 /(n1F
2
1 + F
3
1 ) = F
2
1 /D. We
have the following commutative diagrams
F 21 /(n1F
2
1 + F
3
1 ) K(k; J,Gm)/n1
fil2HSH
2d+1(J,Z/n1(d+ 1)) H
2(k, J [n1]⊗ µn1)
∼
ρJ/n1 sn1
∼
0 D F 21 F
2
1 /(n1F
2
1 + F
3
1 ) 0
H2d+1(J, Zˆ(d+ 1)) H2d+1(J,Z/n1(d+ 1)) 0
ρJ ρJ/n1
where in the first diagram, the bottom dotted isomorphism exists only after ⊗Z[1/2] and the injectivity
of sn1 has been shown in [Y05, Appendix]. The kernel of ρJ in the second diagram is equal to K1 since
K1 ⊂ F 21 . Hence we deduce K1 ⊗ Z[1/2] ⊂ D ⊗ Z[1/2] from the injectivity of ρJ/n1 ⊗ Z[1/2] in the
second diagram.
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